Quiz and Exam Revision Policy
This document outlines correct revision formats for a variety of question types found on exams and
quizzes. Read through the document and find the types of questions that you need to correct. that
occurred on your exam.

Revision Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Please read the directions for each type of question.
Extra Credit questions are NOT eligible for revision credit.
Do not revise questions you answered correctly.
Turn in BOTH your revision and original test, staple them together with the revisions on top.
Your revisions MUST be typed unless specified.

Multiple Choice Questions
Do not rewrite the Multiple Choice question. Answer the question in sentence form only.
Original Question/Answer:
#4. Popular art includes ____________.
A) museum works (incorrect)
B) art history slides
C gallery displays
D) calendars (correct)
Example Revision:
#4.
My Answer:
(A) Museum Works, is incorrect because works of art in museums are referred to as “high” art.
Correct Answer:
(D) Popular art includes calendars because “popular” denotes a work of art is made to appeal to the
masses or is mass-produced and is sometimes called “low” art.

Matching or Completion Questions
Write two sentences in your own words where you define or use BOTH your original answer and the
correct answer. DO NOT rewrite the question.
Original Question/Answer:
#19. The use of a dove to represent “peace” is an example of a/n __________.
(incorrect answer: “iconology”)
(correct answer: “symbol”)
Example Revision:
#19. “Symbol” is the use of an image to represent an idea such as dove = peace. “Iconology” is the study
of symbols.

True/False Questions
Decide if the statement it “true” or “false” and explain why including why your answer was incorrect.
Original Question/Answer:
#76. Ideological criticism is a critical approach that questions the uniqueness of an object. (True or False)
Example Revision:
#76. False, Ideological criticism is not a critical approach that questions the uniqueness of an object. The
uniqueness of an object is questioned in Postmodern criticism. Ideological criticism questions the social
and political implications of a work of art’s meaning.

Short and Long Essay Questions
Rewrite the entire essay if you did not receive FULL credit. Your revision may include new ideas and facts
but, the overall length should remain what was requested on the exam/quiz.

Alphanumeric Outline Questions
Rewrite the outline as directed in your exam. If you wrote an essay instead of an outline then re-format
your essay into an outline.

Drawing Questions
Using the same medium used on your exam/quiz, redraw the entire answer if you did not receive FULL
credit.

